"THE RIFF"

MOONGLow — hudson, delang
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1. * IT MUST HAVE BEEN MOON-GLOW
2. * I STILL HEAR YOU SAY-ING
3. * AND NOW WHEN THERE'S MOON-GLOW

Am7

1. * IT MUST HAVE BEEN MOON-GLOW
2. * AND I START IN PRAY-ING
3. * I'LL AL-WAYS RE-

D13

* WAY UP IN THE BLUE —
* DEAR ONE HOLD ME FAST —
* WAY UP IN THE BLUE —
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* THAT LED ME STRAIGHT TO YOU
* OH LORD PLEASE LET THIS LAST
* THAT MOON-GLOW GAVE ME YOU

BRIDGE:
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* SEEMED TO FLOAT RIGHT THRO THE AIR
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* SEEMED TO COME FROM EV-'RY-'WHERE
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